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of society bound together by the infinite duty of
each to all, is not to be realised as the author of
Genesis thought that order issued from chaos. It
was something which dawned in the world without
observation. It was first reduced to practice in
Greece, on a tiny and wholly inadequate scale, by
men who did not at all realise what they had done.
In course of time when they came to examine it they
got some glimmering of the principle which inspired
its working. They also began to realise its marvellous
reactions on the characters of those who worked it.
But they did not see that the principle which inspired
it was universal and could not in the end be limited
to Greeks, still less to units so small as the Greek
cities. Its essential idea, as grasped and expressed
by Jesus, was smothered and obscured by the Roman
Empire. A thousand years after his time it began to
emerge again, in Alpine communes, in Italian cities,
but also on the national scale in England. A group
larger than a city, a whole nation, began to evolve a
polity based on the infinite duty of men to each other.
As in Greece men did it, not knowing at all what they
did, not clearly discerning the principle which inspired
their own creation. The principle was carried in the
minds of emigrants accustomed to its working, and
reproduced in distant parts of the world. Its gradual
effect on the character of the people who governed
themselves in this way attracted the notice of peoples
who still lived under monarchies. They also aspired
to govern themselves, though not always with equal
success. Still in one way and another a number of
national commonwealths came into being.
We have seen how priceless treasures of thought
get buried and lost to sight in the vast and ever-
increasing store-house of human records. The idea
of God as a father rather than a sovereign which was
given to the world in its fullness by Jesus was largely
lost and only recovered in the nineteenth century.

